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I. Forward 

This is the final report of the atmospheric wave studies project 

at the Star ford Geophysics Department. We have produced two previous 
P£» - 7o 7 g 75-' 

reports (Microbarograph Studies, May 1970, and Microbarograph Studies 

II, March 1971).  In this forward we will briefly review earlier 

results and in the main bod;' of the report we will report the results 

of March to Sept. 1971.  Despite the termination of this project we 

expect to continue to operate the 3 microbarographs for as long as 

possible and to work intermittently on interesting theoretical ques- 

tions which have been raised. Our efforts have been in two princi- 

pal directions:  First we have been interested in computer modeling 

of global infrasonic waves.  Second we have been interested in atmos- 

pheric turbulance, particularly the kind which Interfers with the 

reception of infrasonic waves.  Supporting these efforts is our own 

data collection network of three Stanford stations backed up by 

occasional use of the LASA microbarograph data. 

On the first topic, computer modeling of global infrasonic waves, 

our viewpoint has been diametrically opposed to the principal theoret- 

ical work which preceded us during the 1960^ (work of Pfeffei and 

Zarichney, Press and Harkrider, Pierce, Claerbout, etc.).  Earlier 

work emphasized atmospheric inhomogeneity with depth, neglecting the 

lateral inhomogeneity of wind and weather, oceans and continents, 

equator and poles.  Such work was marvelously successful near source 

but in our estimation the matching of theory with experiment at great 

distances left a lot to be desired.  Although model parameters could 



be adjusted to make a good fit to the data we thought the model Itself 

to be Inappropriate.  This was shown most dramatically by the data of 

Wexler and Hass. The world wide meteot'oglcal data gathered after 

the October 30, 1961 Siberian Nuclear Explosion (I am not aware of 

any larger explosion before or since that one) exhibited a tremendous 

asymmetry developed by the resulting disturbance.  A particular curi- 

osity which we began to think about was propagation through the 

antipodes.   Available theory predicts a focus at the antipodes but 

the observations were of a highly confused and apparently disorganized 

situation which reorganizes Itself Into a quasi-circular wave as It 

leaves the antipodes. We chose a suitable set of approximations 

which enabled us to compute the behavior of a monochromatic wave In 

the appropriate geometry with the appropriate material Inhomogenelty. 

This Is documented In our first report. Then In our second report 

we extended the computer modeling method from monochromatic waves to 

time dependent waves.  In a later section of this report we show an 

example of the use of the method In a study on the development of 

"tails" or "codas" on propagating waves In Inhomogeneous medlar As 

far as atmospheric gravity waves are concerned there Is still an 

Important aspect of this modeling method which we were unable to 

complete for this report and on which we expect to continue to work. 

Our present method, although It encompasses the lateral Inhomogenelty, 

does not encompass the depth Inhomogenelty so It does not predict the 

observed frequency dispersion. We have made some progress on this. 

In simple terms the remaining task seems to be to factor the frequency- 

dependent, squared, phase velocity Into two causal part^. We have 
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found some approximations but we have not yet been able to improve 

them to the desired accuracy. 

Our second major endeavor on this project is the study of atmos- 

pheric turbulence.  This part has been mainly observational. We 

have operated a weather satellite picture receiving station and have 

been comparing the weather and jet stream situation to some computed 

correlation functions of the mlcrobarographic data.  Our initial efforts 

were mainly just getting all of the equipment to run.  Later we were 

able to do correlation studies with the microbarographs and determine 

r^parent direction and speed. Then this was compared to high altitude 

weather maps, low altitude weather maps, and satellite photographs 

of cloud cover.  Our final data analyses and conclusions are in this 

report. Also in this report are the last details in documentation 

of our electronics. 



II.  Results of Simulation of Air Waves In Atmospheric Lateral 
Inhomogenelty 

Utilizing the theory developed In the last report we wrote a 

computer program to simulate the behavior of an acoustic wave propa- 

gating through atmospheric lateral Inhomogenelty. Although the method 

works with a partial differential equation and It Is possible to 

simulate a situation with a highly complex, realistic model we deci- 

ded Instead to run a simpler model In the hopes of Isolating the 

Important effects. 

First we had to make the decision whether to model lateral vari- 

ations In atmospheric temperature or In the wind.  Since our data 

Is most Influenced by Pacific Ocean conditions we considered typical 

fluctuations of winds aloft to be of order + 20 meters/sec and typical 

regional temperature fluctuations at a given altitude and time to be 

of order 5 decrees C. This amount of variation in winds causes about 

a 13% variation in sound speed but the temperature causes only about 

1.5% sound speed variation (sound speed goes as the square root of 

absolute temperature). Thus we decided to model the effect on oropa- 

gatlon of a global air wave caused by a circulating wind cell. A 

sketch of the geometry is in figure 1. 

The travel time t, for propagation in the direction of circulation 

is given by 

Ic+vcc7 

and the time for propagation against the circulation is 

2c-vcc ' 



■ 

propagating 
front 
velocity c 

N cycles of 
retardation 

Figure 1.    Geometry for phase advance and retardation of an 

atmospheric wave propagating through a circulating 

wind cell. 



The number N of cycles of retardation of a quasi-periodic disturbance 

of period T (typically 6 minutes on a global propagation) may be set 

equal the differential travel time. 

NT ■ t2 ' tl        sec 

2 
- 2dv/c     sec (3) 

Taking a wind speed of + 20 m/sec, a sound speed of 300 m/sec, a cell 

size of 400 km, and a wave period of 6 minutes we have 

. 2»400-1000-20 , 1 (4) 
n    6-60-300-300    2 cycie ^ } 

Thus we anticipate that even under very modest conditions 180 

degree phase shifts or sign reversals may easily occur in global 

propagations due to circulating wind cells. 

Now for the purposes of numerical simulation we will take N 

fixed at 1/2 cycle. Since the sound speed is 300 this means that the 

simulation results will be applicable to values of 

2 
dV - N£_  - 20>000 (m/8)2 (5) 

For example, a 1.5 minute period wave could correspond to a 200 Ian 

cell at a 10 m/sec rotation rate. 

Next we faced the problem of cell geometry. Perhaps we should 

have studied the disturbing effect of a single weather cell. Instead 

what we did is arrange a periodic structure of cells in a line as 

shown in figure 2. 

Surprisingly it is after the wave has propagated through the 

air cells and while it is propagating in a homogeneous medium that 



Figure 2. Possible means of producing a disturbed plane wave. 

Incident plane wave at bottom Is altered by a material 

Inhomogenelty (center) resulting In the disturbed wave 

at the top. 



the principal disruption of the waveform takes place. The situation 

Is depicted In figure 3. 

The seven frames In figure 3 Illustrate the subsequent development 

of the disturbed wave shown In frame //I. Note the frames may be thought 

of Interchangeably In either steps of At' or Az" as has been discussed 

In the previous report. The most obvious development Is that the 

energy spreads out as one moves down the figure. The single pulse of 

the top frame has become an extended oscillatory arrival by the last 

frame. As time goes on less and less energy Is In the first pulse 

and more and more Is In the oscillatory tall. Note: In the figure 

the gain Is adjusted with each frame to give better contrast. Also, 

as might be expected, the wave onset time, which Is a dramatic function 

of x In the first frame. Is really Independent of x by the last 

frame. A surprising feature Is that although energy moves back from 

the first arrival (see figures 1 and 2) a point of constant phase 

In the wave tal"". moves forward toward the first arrival (a point 

of constant phase Is depicted with an X on the right side of each 

frame). Another clear feature of the wave tails Is that dip (arrival 

time dependence on x) Increases going down a single frame. The phase 

shift of the two dimensional focus, which causes doublets to form. 

Is clearly visible in frame #2 marked with an A. 

In order to represent a disturbance of Infinite extent in x on a 

finite computer grid we initialized the problem with a periodic distur- 

bance having zero slope at the side boundaries. Zero slope boundary 

conditions are then equivalent to infinite periodic extension in x. 



Frame # x  or x 

Step in 
At'or Az" 

z' or t" 

1 

 r"^! Ji*"!,,,:'^ 
r-X 

30 

Figure 3.  Disturbed plane wave propagating through a homogeneous region. 
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A value of a - 1/4 was chosen to give an appropriate variation in pro- 

gressive frames with each frame In figure 4 representing 5 computational 

iterations. The solution may be rescaled in several ways due to the 

Interdependence in the constant a (see equation 24) of cAt, Ax and Az. 

The calculation in figure 4 required about one half  minute on the 

IBM 360/67. 

It might be valuable to consider various data enhancement processes 

in the light of figure 4. In the process called "beam-steering" obser- 

vations as in figure 4 would be summed over the x-coordlnate in an effort 

to enhance signal and reject noise.  Clearly beam-steering will enhance 

the first arrival while rejecting random noise. What it will also do 

is U tend to cancel signal energy which resides in the oscillatory wave 

tails. If one is really interested in enhancing signal to noise ratio 

it would hardly seem deslreable to use a processing scheme which cancels 

signal energy. As z* or t" is increased the situation becomes increasingly 

severe since signal energy moves from the initial pulse toward the 

oscillatory wave tails. The central practical conclusion of this section 

is that what has often been regarded as "signal-generated-noise" may 

turn out to be signal in a potentially valuable form. We can, indeed, 

expect dramatic results if we are able to learn how to design data 

enhancement techniques on entire waveforms rather than on the initial 

pulse alone. 

U 



III.  METEOROLOGICAL EFFECTS ON ÜROUNÖ LEVEL PRESSURE FLUCTUATIONS 

There has been growing Inttrest In low frequency Infrasonlc theory 

and observaions during the past decade.  Numerous investigators 

discovered fhat the jet stream may be the major source of erergy 

input to both the lower and the upper atmosphere in the mesoscale 

range (Plnus et al./ 1967; Claerbout, 1967),  Tracking jet stream 

winds from ground level pressure signals in the east coast further 

confirmed this point of view (Herron et al,, 1969),  Using a linear 

model, Tolstoy et al, (1969) predicted the correct order of magnitude 

and power spectra for microbarographic fluctuations in the 5-60 mln, 

range.  To date, however, the generation mechanism and the source 

behavior of ground pressure fluctuations are still not fully 

understood.  Further observation and data analysis are needed, 

especially In the area of prevailing jet streams. 

In this section, the investigation of effects of large  cale 

meteorological phenomema on the ground level pressure observations 

will be pursued.  The jet stream winds were tracked from the 

ground level pressure fluctuations observed In Palo Alto area, in 

order to reconform the theory developed by Herron et al, and 

Claerbout,  The data sampling rate and the frequency response 

of the digital data system made it possible to study pressure 

fluctuations ranging from 1,3 to 60 minutes. 
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(1)  Jet stream önd weather front activities 

It is well known that belts of unusually strong westerly winds, 

the jet streams, exist near the tropopause region.  Weather naps 

obtained from the ALDEN facimlle recorder, which was connected to 

the FOFAX circuit network of the Weather Bureau, provided a 

valuable tool to locate the jet stream and the weather front 

activities.  During the period of January through May 1971, cores 

of jet streams were found at altitudes In 20Ö mb, 300 mb, and 

500 nib levels, ranging from 25 to 60 deg. north along the west 

coast of the U, S, and Canada.  Fig. k,   shows time variation of 

latitude of jet streams and weather fronts at our longitude for 

6 months. 

b0 

0) 

Jan. Mar. 

Fig.   k.     Latitude variations of  jet  streams  and weather  fronts 

along  the west  coast of  the  U.   S.  and Canaue     .   ne  cross-hatched 

areas   Indicate sections of missing weather  data.) 
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In winter, the big cyclone-like low pressure center, usually 

located in the nearby Alaskan region, causes the jet stream 

to head towards the coast of Washington more than any other 

area, because the jet stream always exists along the periphery 

of the low pressure cell.  However, this low pressure center 

occasionally moves towards the east or the southeast in the 

northeast Pacific.  The jet stream Is then pushed forward, 

moving the weather front southward.  Due to the passage of 

cold fronts and the effects of approaching jets, the local 

pressure field then becomes more prominent In high amplitudes 

and low frequencies.  The cold front moves a short distance 

ahead of the jet streams, since the strongest winds are found 

along the cold side of the front zone.  There exist both low 

and high altitude clouds linked with the jets as well at the 

front.  This unusually dense cloud system can be quickly 

detected In satellite cloud pictures, (See Fig, 5,  The site 

of observation is labelled at (1),  Note the low pressure 

center, located at (2), with two jet stream systems ((3) and 

(U)), along with the front indicated at (5),  As this low 

pressure center slowly moved in a southeast direction, the 

weather front and jet streams swept across the array of 

sensors.  Meanwhile, another low pressure cell was developing 

at üi» N 172 E which is labelled at (6),)  The pressure record 

of these events |s  presented later in this section. 
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Flg. 5. The satellite mosaic cloud picture received at 8:00 
PM April 6, 1971 showing the arrival of the weathnr front 
and the approaching of Jet streams. 
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(2)  Large-scalo weather flow patterns !n the northeastern Pacific 

region 

Weather maps of 200 mb, 300 tub, 500mb, and satellite cloud 

pictures were collected daily from January through May 1(J/1, to 

investigate the large-scale motions of the atmosphere which 

influence local pressure fluctuations.  During the year, there 

were, in general, three types of large-scale flow which occurred 

in the area.  They are discussed as follows. 

(i) Flow Type A: This is the most common type of flow observed in 

the area (see Fig. 6a*)* The three dimensional, sinuous, jet 

streams are balanced by the pressure cells which tend to shift in 

various directions. 

(ii) Flow Type B:        In this type of flow, pressure cells are 

more stable and the low pressure cell has longer wave length (see 

Fig, 6b.).  The direction of the ground pressure vector does not 

change as much as in Flow Type B. 

(Ill) Flow Type C: During summer daytime, the big low pressure 

center moves to the northwestern Pacific while the high pressure 

center takes the place of the low (see Fig. 6c,).  Most 

significantly, the surface pressure fluctuations possess less 

energy.  The local turbulence becomes relatively prominent and 

act ive. 
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Fig. 6* Schematic diagram showing large scale flow 

patterns along the west coast of the U. S. 

i    i 
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(3)  Ground level pressure fluctuations 

Ground level pressure fluctuations are recorded continuously, 

at a sampling interval of kO   seconds, from 5 km array of three 

mlcrobarographs located In Palo Alto area.  Three typical 

examples of the pressure fluctuations are described below: 

(I) 5/J-11/71 (distant jet streams) 

On 5/9/71, the high pressure center lay UOO miles offshore 

from San Francisco, while the jet streams flowed further 

north.  This high pressure center moved slowly inland until 

it was over Washington by 5/11/71.  Correlation of pressure 

waves with high altitude winds Is difficult in this situation. 

The pressure records are given In Fig, 7, 

(II) 12/11-12/71 (nearby jet streams) 

Fig. 8, shows the most coherent records we have ever recorded. 

The jet streams were very near, approaching from the northwest. 

Pressure fluctuations were greater In magnitude than usual. 

We believe that the Impulsive arrivals on the pressure records 

are related to jet stream proximity but our weather data 

recorder was no longer in operation, 

(ill)  ii/5-6/71 (overhead jet streams) 

The maximum In RMS pressure fluctuations on Fig, 9, at 2200, 

k/3/71   Is thought to relate to the weather front Indicated 

by arrows numbered k  and 5 on Fig, 5,  A later RMS pressure 

fluctuation maximum at 900, 4/b/71 Is thought to relate to 

the jet stream inducated by the arrow at 3, 
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ik)     Ground level pressure fluctuations generated by the cold 

a Ir-mass 

On 2/12/71,   a strong/ warm, high pressure ridge covered most of the 

western U, S. and parts of the Pacific Ocean,  This aloft hir.h 

pressure center lay over the state of Nevada,  At the surface, 
from the coast 

meanwhile, the ridge of high pressure extended eastward/yinto the 

northwest states.  This would cause fair, hot weather over the state 

of California, along with ^ very quiet pressure field that was 

detected by pressure measurements in Palo Alto area (The pressure 

records are shown in Fig, 10,),  On the next day, the center of this 

high altitude pressure center shifted westward to a location about 

bOO miles west of San Francisco,  A large high pressure area, lying 

on the surface, rested with its center 400 miles of the Washington 

coast.  This caused a general westward flow through most of 

California to bring the warm, dry air from the interior to the 

coastline.  The temperature at San Francisco airport was very hot at 

101 dec. F,  On the following day (9/1U/71), the high pressure 

center shifted northward into the western Canada, Meanwhile, a 

small, low pressure center formed and began to move slowly northward 

along with the cold air-mass«  The arrival of the pressure signal 

was clearly observed at 5:00 am 9/11+/71 (also Illustrated in Fig, 

iJ,),  The corresponding pressure fluctuations might be generated by 

the shear instability in the frontal zone of the cold air-mass.  In 

next two days, a number of high amplitude signals were observed (see 

Fig, 11,).  The most likely source of these signals was believed to 

be related to jet streams. 
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IV. DATA ANALYSES 

Infrasonlc signals from all stations were recorded and processed. 

The previous report described the i> km triangular array of three 

inlcrobarographs, the tape format of the digital data system, and 

computer programs.  In this section, the influence of large-scale 

weather on atmospheric pressure power spectra and the velocity of 

ground level pressure fluctuations will be analyzed. 

(1) Power spectra 

Samples of power spectra from the data of 3/5/71 and k/fj/71  were 

computed.  They represented overhead and nearby jet streams 

respectively.  In the case of nearby jet streams (see Fig.13a«)/ 

the spectrum showed large amplitudes In very low frequencies 

(larger than 35 min. in period) and the prominent high 

frequencies of periods less than 1 minute (FIg.l3b.)»  Conversely, 

in the case of overhead jet streams, the large amplitudes were 

concentrated In the band-pass of periods in 1 to 8,5 min. This 

constrast might be explained by the influence of large-scale 

turbulent cells generated by the shear Instibillty of high 

altitude winds.  When jet streams were overhead, the cells were 

stronger In strength and the ground-level pressure fluctuations 

had most of the energy In k  to 35 min. period range, when jet streams 

were at distance away, the size and the strength of large-scale 

turbulence became larger and weaker as the small-scale turbulent 

cells developed rapidly.  Thus, part of the energy shifted to 
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0.5 0.5  0.8  1.2  2.U  3.7  7.3 9.7 

frequency (0.001 cps) 

Flf.13. T^e atmospheric pressurp power spectra for CbannM 3, 

(a) P-hr of Hata ^ron 3/5/71 (nearby jet streams). 
(h) P-hr of data from U/n/Tl (overhead jet streams^. 
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higher and lower frequencies.  A sample of the mean spectrum was 

also computed as shown in Fig. m»     The mean spectrum averaged out 

the fine structure of the individual time-dependent  spectra, and 

represented the energy received during the period of averaging. 

Both the component spectra and the mean spectrum showed that jet 

streams were the major source of energy affecting the ground 

pressure fluctuations. 

*(f) 

0.3  0.5  0.8  1.2  2.«»  3.7  7.3 9.7 

fr»»ouency (O.noi rps) 

ri^.H». Thp mean atmospheric nressur*» power snertrum for Oann*»l 3, 

(from 11 Individual spectra o^ 3/U-U/71) 
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(2) Correlation of nrounrl-l evel pressure fluctuations wl t^ b\trh 

alt1tuHe wlnds 

THe "'elocJty vector of prounH level fluctuations was calculated In 

order to correlate with hlph altltuHn winds.  Instead of usln«: a 

"runnlnr: wlndov^" to look for t^e b^st coherent signals In t^e data, 

the "window" was fixed at 8 hours.  This 8 hours o^ data wer»1 

centered at 0:00 TMT, because the wpathr>r rcans wnr" available at 

that tine.  Thf» correlation matrix natrlx was th*»n connutpH so as 

to «^Ive the coefficients of rorrplatlons for t^e three-channel 

pressure data.  Of the three neasuroH tire laps on the correlations 

we selected the two most coherent In or^er to Hpt»»rmlnr> t^e 

apparent velocity.  Though this Is not an optimum procedure/ a 

fairly consistent result was obtained.  In rl<T, 15., the comnon*»nts 

or 200 mh winds were compared to the components of (rroun^ 1PV»»1 

pressure fluctuations.  The set of results on the l^ft-Hand sl^e o^ 

the figure represents the flow type (a) discussed earTl-'-r In this 

report.  The hiph-pressure cell rovpd overhpaH op 1/31/71 InHuclnr 

^oth hl^h alt'tude winds, an«-< surface pressure waves. In a 

northwest direction.  As soon as this ^I»^-pressure CPII shlfteH 

500 nlles from the coast, the direction of wln^s and pressure v/aves 

c^anr.ed to the southeast.  Thp set o* results on the rl'Tht-hand 

sldp of thp flrrure corresponHs to thp flow type (h), w^'lc1, ^as 

waves and winds mostly from the wpst except for minor c^an^ps In 

thp north-south direction. 
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V.  D5SCUSSI0N ANJ CONCLUSIONS OF OBSLRVATIONAL STiCS 

The frequent occurrences of jet streams, weather fronts and 

cold air-masses In Pacific northeast/ the West Coast of the 

U, S, and Canada, provided the chance to study the effects of 

large-scale atmospheric motions on the local pressure field. 

Most conditions could be catagorized as one of three commonly 

occurring types of large-scale weather flow patterns. 

Correlation was observed between pressure wave strength, 

coherence and velocity with the weather flow patterns.  This 

correlation raises the possibility of prediction of the local 

pressure field from the information gathered In large scale 

meteorological forecasting. 

Occasionally overhead jet streams were recorded.  They showed 

pressure fluctuations with amplitudes on the order of 1 mb, 

and frequencies in the period range of 1 to 10 minutes.  The 

spectra of pressure waves showed that there was considerable 

energy input to the ground from jet streams.  The weather 

fronts were found, usually, to be linked to the jet streams. 

Waveforms of both jet streams and weather fronts were similar 

enough in frequencies and amplitudes, to be hardly 

distinguishable.  An exceptional case was the cold air-mass 

observed from south described earlier. 

Ground level pressure fluctuations correlated reasonably well with 
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tropopause winds In periods ranging from 1,1» to 60 min.   It is 

comparable to the results obtained from observations in Dobbs 

Ferry^ N, Y, by Herron et al.  Further observation of the wlm 

velocity at each station should enable understanding of the 

importance of the effects of the boundary layer, the topography, 

and the structure of high frequency atmospheric turbulence. 

In this study, satellite cloud pictures were used because jet 

stream activities could be easily detected from the dense cloud 

systems.  We are making a movie from these pictures.  This movie 

will show the possible jet stream locations, movements, and the 

corresponding responses of the ground pressure vector. 

As a final note, the digital data acquisition system proved to be 

a versatile and economic system which required a minimum amount of 

maintainance and service.  It is suitable for continuous low speed 

recordings of geophysical data. 
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VIM, APPENDIX 

The nirltal Oata Acquisition System of Stanford Infrasonlr Waves 

Laboratory 

The digital data acquisition system records nultlnle analo» Input 

of the mlcrobarometrlc pressure data In digital format on an IHM 

compatible magnetic tape.  The Honeywell digital modules (PA-37n/ 

01-520, Dm-355, CH-Uen, CHU61, CM-U^, anH CH-Ufi3) Havp been use^ 

for constructing the system.  The physical layout of the system Is 

shown In FIR. 1. 

electronics 
(behind the 
panel) 

+. 15 V powe 
supply 

analog recorders 

band-pass filters 

control panel and 
dlcators 

1 2U V power supply 

taperecorder (CIPHER) 

Fig. 1.  The physical layout of the digital data system. 
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The theory of onerntlon of the systpm Is slnnlf» anH stralTht- 

forwarrl.  Tlntn«' functions arp ITlustrateH In F1». 7.   Al Huz 

clock (MC-^35) Is used as the hasls of operation.  THP sppp^ O^ t^p. 

clock Is dlvldpcl Into lowpr rates for purnoses of low SPPPH and 

continuous recording.  The dlvldrd clock signals ( c and c ) arp 

then pated with the ON/nFF flip-flops anH a NAMn rate   to "IVP 

sampling functions which have rates ranfülnp from 0.01 to 100 

data/spcond.  The writing spppd is twlcp the sanpllnp spepd 

(hecause each word Is written as two hytps), and thp wrltp command 

Is then delayed by a Delay MultIvlhrator (nM-335) to trle^er the 

multiplexer and the channel selection counter. 

!        I 

jiJi_n_rLrLri_rL 
n_rLrUTrLnji_r :i clock 

i     i 

ON/OFF  ff 

LTLrLTLrLrU  ^^   ; 
II 1I BUS  1  and  sample command 

n_n_rLrLrL 
A ■'    I JL 

BUS  2 

WRITE-  C ♦ ff 

TALLY-WRITE» BUS 2 

Flf^. 2.     Timing functions of the system. 
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The  general   specifications  of   the  HJ»rjtal   data   system  ar*»   Mstn^ 

as   follows: 

1. logical levels 

logical zero 0.0 V to 0.35 V (max) 
logical one  3.5 V to 6,30 V (max) 

2. temperature ran^e 

0 to UO decrees C 

3. Power supply requirements 

(a) A/n l(2Utl) V 
(b) ftlher circuits +(6t0.3) V 
(c) lamp Indicators +842 V 
(d) operational amplifiers i(15+0.5) V 

i*.  current requirements 

They are listed In the specifications of pac^ Individual 
yll -PAC In reference I. 

5.  accuracy of outputs 

The output accuracy of the digital sata system Is  approxi- 
mately 1 0,15 V. 

R.  Input requirements 

The Input voltapre of each channel should stay within +10 V. 

The circuit diagram of the tlmtnr Is Illustrated In Fir. 3.  This 

bystem samples 1 to R channels of data with the channel selection. 

The channel 8 has a special time-delay circuit (8CT) as S^-JWH In 

FI^. 8.,  The channel selection counter (MUX) Is presented in Flf. 

U,  The analog Inputs first enter Into the multlplpx^r (F!«% 5,) 

which selects channel by channel for A/n converter shown In Fir. 6. 

Then, It Is stored In the lO-Mts-woM decimal form In t^e Hata 

matrix ( Fl^, 7,).  The Fl^, *!, Indicates circuits of the multlnle 

fraps counter (MCT) and the Kaps control counter (^CT), 
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